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WHAT ARE TRIAGE LIGHTS?

Red = STOP!!!! Badly hurt (broken limb, lots of blood, etc.)
Yellow = CAUTION!!! Hurt, but able to move and help out, if necessary
Green = GO!!!  Safe and sound
Blue = Marking a location such as a path or building
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WHAT DO THE COLORS MEAN?

What are triage lights? – Triage is the process of sorting people according to how bad they are hurt. 
Triage Lights are lights that have all four triage colors, red, yellow, green and blue. When it gets dark 
lights are seen best and help rescuers help those who need help first. 
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A few scouts fell down a hill.  The scouts at the top of the hill mark 
the location with blue, the uninjured scouts mark themselves 
with the green lights, the scouts with minor cuts and sprains mark 
themselves with yellow lights and the scouts with broken limbs 
gets marked with a red light.

Case Scenario

           Other Benefits And Uses
• 
   Lights instead of wasteful Chemical Lights.
• Save money  and stop replacing non reusable   
   chemical lights
• Mark Trails
• Illuminate tents and camps
• Mark teams and individuals during night      
    time activities or evening hikes
• Use green light for map reading
• Use red and yellow light for animal watching
• Use blue for blood trail lighting  
• Lights will stay on from 3 days to 8 days – 
   depending on color selection
• Last selection memory is activated
• Multiuse, value purchase item. 

Get the free Disaster ID app 

Visit h�p://www.everythingtac�cal.com and click on
First Responders selec�on for an explana�on of how
these lights will help your family in the a�ermath of a disaster. 


